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Abstract

sidelobe region. We will show that this is mathematically
equivalent to constraining the RMS level of the array pattern
over that sidelobe region. Similarly, fixing the crosscorrelation between the output of the beamformer and the output
of a co-located isotropic element when both are subjected to
thermal radiation randomly distributed over a desired mainbeam region effectively fixes the average main-beam gain.

Random-process autocorrelations and crosscorrelations
in three dimensions here provide computationally efficient
mean-square-error and average-gain measures to control
main beam and sidelobe characteristics in convex optimization of far-field beamforming coefficients for large wideband arrays. An example optimized with the ultra-efficient
interior-point code LOQO illustrates.

The motivating advantage of this approach is computational efficiency. Beamformer optimization with secondorder cone programming has in fact been reported previously [5], but those early explorations used separate constraints at many individual points in wavenumber space.
While such wavenumber
sampling appears practically un optimization,
avoidable in
experiments suggest that
 optimization the presentourapproach,
for
by avoiding the
implicit multidimensional numerical integration associated
with sampling, can be two orders of magnitude faster for
planar arrays of a few hundred elements.

1. Introduction
Optimization of beamforming weights for wideband arrays of hundreds or thousands of sensor elements presents
a formidable computational challenge, the far-field version
of which we propose to address through formulation of a
convex optimization problem—in particular a second-order
cone program [1]—followed by its numerical solution with
an ultra-efficient nonlinear optimizer, LOQO [2, 3], that is
based on a so-called infeasible interior-point method. This
paper develops linear and quadratic performance measures
that can be used in efficient formulation of design constraints in such an optimization setting and illustrates the
concepts through a simple LOQO-optimized example.
The unique contribution here is the approach, an extension to three dimensions of an approach developed earlier
for the design of FIR digital filters in one dimension [4]. In
this new setting we might control sidelobe levels, for example, by constraining the beamformer output power that
would result from incident thermal radiation randomly distributed over wavenumbers corresponding to the desired

The present approach of specifying thermal-radiation
power density as a function of wavenumber also provides
tremendous flexibility in the creation of systems of constraints. Here we only begin to tap this potential, illustrating
the approach with wavenumbers uniformly distributed over
the portion of a hemispherical surface corresponding to the
desired sidelobe region for a narrowband array.
The key mathematical results are derived in the next section and illustrated through LOQO-based computational example in the third section.

2. Beam Formulation
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Before dealing with thermal radiation, a single plane
wave will help set up the concept of an array pattern in the
precise way desired.
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( E . In this simple case, the field then comprises
a single plane wave at wavenumber  Z , but with random
(Rayleigh-distributed) amplitude and (uniformly distributed) phase. With a more-general random measure Q , the
random field (2) would comprise uncorrelated components
distributed across the spectrum of wavenumbers.

The Array Pattern A single-frequency plane wave propagating at some velocity  with wavenumber vector  , the
negative of a look vector , has a complex field proportional to (we will say equal to)  !#" at an arbitrary
spatial location $ . (This field has spatial frequency %&%
and wavelength ')(*%+&% .) Multiplying this by some unitsconversion constant , results in the analytic signal at the
output of an isotropic sensor at location $ , and more generally such a constant would take form ,.-0/132 to reflect
the additional gain and phase shift of a nonisotropic sensor. Complex sensor gain -4/#32 is a function both of look
direction 5(*%+&% and (temporal) frequency 6%+&% .
For the purposes of this paper, the beamformer output is
a beamforming sum of the form 7

The Power Gain The average power
former output is
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This complex gain is the ratio of the analytic beamformeroutput signal to the analytic output of a hypothetical isotropic element at location $M<ON .
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The power gain of the beamformer in response to the hypothesized random incident field is the ratio

f 9 < V k EG/#32Hk  P6G/132
f
where normalized measure  , specified by G/[E\2<
tu/E_2(tu/[SqT2 , is seen to be a probability measure. This

power gain can therefore be effectively interpreted as a
weighted mean-square beamformer gain. Many useful performance measures can be formulated through wavenumber
distributions specified by  or t .

(2)

and yields beamformer output
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A Random Field Now instead of a single plane wave,
suppose the field comprises many plane-wave components,
with the component at wavenumber 
having random
complex amplitude PRQG/132 , where random measure Q is finite in mean square (on any Borel set in SUT ) with orthogonal increments. Then the random incident field at location
$ and time : is given by second-order stochastic integral 

V

of this beam-

using basic result gih)P&QW/132 PRQG/[lm2+jv<xwY/1yXlm2YP&lzPRtu/132
from stochastic integration theory [6, 9]. Since the intensity
gihYkR{*k j of the random field given by (2) is similarly given by |\PRtu/132}<~tu/ST2 , positive Borel measure t on ST
should be interpreted as the distribution versus look vector
of complex field intensity.
A normalization further clarifies the picture. The normalization constant is the power f out of an isotropic element at $v<N , obtained by replacing EG/132 with unity in the
derivation of (3) to obtain

This analytic signal is formed as a complex linear combination of the analytic signals output from sensors, the array
elements, at the locations in some finite set D . This beam
can be factored as 8)9 /#:;2<FEG/#32,CHIJ! , where the array
pattern or complex beamformer gain is

EG/#32<?> B  -  /#32K L 
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f 9

Normalized Crosscorrelation If we adopt the awkward
but consistent notation f 9  for the crosscorrelation between
the beamformer and isotropic outputs, then a completely
parallel derivation yields

EG/#32K Y+J!#. " PRQG/#32

As an example, suppose for some particular fixed Z
that QG/[E\2 is defined to yield a zero-mean circular complex random variable if ZF]^E and so that QG/E_2`<aN

f 9  <Fgih 8 9 [/ :;2 8  /#:;2j< k ,qk 

b
generally, the weights can be made functions of frequency.
c More
Many texts like Wong and Hajek [6], Rosenblatt [7], Adler [8], and

and

Yaglom [9] use a Stieltjes-style integral with respect to an orthogonalincrement process, but that is more natural in a single dimension. The
present development instead follows Rozanov [10] and uses a Lebesguestyle integral with respect to a random measure.

V
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f

a weighted-average beamformer gain. This can be useful in
main-beam specifications.
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Figure 2. For narrowband sidelobe control, look
vector  was distributed uniformly on a hemisphere
with a main-beam cutout.

The importance of these forms in computing the power
ratios lies in the finite character of the sums and in special
cases permitting the convolutions to be easily and exactly
computed. The most obvious is the isotropic array-element
case ©  ³& OÈ [³& in which the convolutions disappear and
leave only the autocorrelation. This is the case developed in
the example.

Figure 1. Simple example: A circular off-boresight
main beam and minimum-RMS sidelobes.

3. A Simple Computational Example

The Autocorrelation of the Field It is sometimes advantageous to compute average power  and crosscorrelation
U in a “spatial domain” obtained through inverse Fourier
transformation of the relationships (3–5). Begin by substituting (1) into (3) to obtain

We consider a narrowband array operating at temporal
frequency É5ÊË with 61 array elements located in the horizontal plane (orthogonal to Í Ì ) within an origin-centered,
hexagonally shaped region at the Ë.ÊÎ spaced points of a triangular lattice. The LOQO-optimized array pattern in Fig. 1
minimizes sidelobe power gain   Ê  using (6) while fixing
the average main-beam gain  ! Ê  using (7).
Sidelobe power gains are computed supposing that the
random-field look vectors are distributed as sketched in
¤CÏ hemiFig. 2, uniformly on the upper surface of a radius Ë
sphere less a circular cutout of half angular width Ð  Î µRÑ
and centered in the direction Ò Ì of the desired main beam.
Here Ò Ì and Í Ì are Ó µRÑ apart, so the main beam is Ó µRÑ “off boresight.” The uniform spectral surface density chosen
integrates to unit power. The average main-beam gain is
computed supposing the random-field look vectors are distributed instead over the cutout region in the figure, again
with power normalization.
The autocorrelation kernel ¬ in (7) is just the inverse
Fourier transform of a uniform distribution on this cutout,
and the kernel ¬ in (6) is the difference between the inverse
Fourier transforms of uniform distributions on the hemisphere and on the cutout. Each transform is computed using the result derived in the appendix. For example, with ®
a dimensionless location normalized by Ë for mathematical
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where ª denotes convolution, where ©Ym[®m is the inverse
Fourier transform of   #3 , where  ©  denotes the paraconjugate of function ©  , related according to  ©  ³& 
©  ;¯«³& , and where ¬ [³& is the ´ ¶µ spatial autocorre 
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lation of the random field:
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Unsurprisingly,¨ this is just the inverse Fourier transform of
the distribution of power across the look-vector spectrum.
Parallel derivations yield  d   ¬  µ  and

!©I ª}¬  #®m
 !~ q  
& 

(7)
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Putting these results together, the integral becomes
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For each û , the decibel gain
û in Fig. 1 is plotted versus the projection of û into the horizontal plane. S× , those
ince the look vectors of interest are all of length
Ü
projected points form a filled circle, the base of the plot.
The image gray scale cycles from black to white and back
to black every 10 dB, so the sidelobes closest to the main
âÔ  dB, whereas the largest of the sidebeam peak about
lobes close to the front (to the viewpoint of the plot) are at
â  dB.
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APPENDIX:
Inverting a Spherical-Shell Spectrum
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